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MOBIUS ISOTROPIC SUBMANIFOLDS IN 8S” 

Hurt Liv)?)3)5), Cuanapinc WanG!)3)4), Guosong ZHAO?) 

ABSTRACT. Let z : M™ -— S” be a submanifold without umbilics. Two basic invariants of x 
under the Mobius transformation group in 8” are a 1-form ® called Mébius form and a symmetric 
(0,2) tensor A called Blaschke tensor. zx is said to be Mobius isotropic if ® = 0 and A = Adz-dz for 
some smooth function 1: M™ — R. An interesting property for a Mébius isotropic submanifold 
is that its conformal Gauss map f : M™ + G?__ (R1*?) is harmonic. The main result in this 
paper is the classification of Mobius isotropic submanifolds in S". We show that (i) if \ > 0, 
then z is Mobius equivalent to a minimal submanifold with constant scalar curvature in 8”; (ii) 
if \ = 0, then x is Mobius equivalent to the pre-image of a stereographic projection of a minimal 
submanifold with constant scalar curvature in R”; (iii) if \ < 0, then « is Mobius equivalent to 
the image of the standard conformal map o : H” > S7 of a minimal submanifold with constant 
scalar curvature in H”. This result shows that one can use Mobius differential geometry to unify 
the three different classes of minimal submanifolds with constant scalar curvature in S", R™ and 
H”. 

81. Introduction. 

Let « :M — 8” be a submanifold without umbilics. Let {e;} be a local orthonormal basis 
for the first fundamental form J = dx-dx with dual basis {0;}. Let IJ = lija hg FiPjea be the 
second fundamental form of x and let H = >, H%eq be the mean curvature vector r x, where 
{€q} is a local orthonormal basis for the normal bundle of x. We define p? _m_(|I] T\|? - 
m||H||*). Then two basic Mébius invariants of x, the Mébius form ® = mC Ce Bs j€q and the 
Blaschke tensor A = p* >), A:;;0;, are defined by (cf. [W]) 

(1.1) Ce = — p-*(HF + DM — H6;5)e; (log p)), 

(1.2) Ai; = — p-*(Hess;; hoe p) — e;(log p)e; (log p) — > Ah? 

1 _ — 5p *(\IV log pl|? ~ 1 + ILE?) 6s, 
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where Hess;; and V are the Hessian-matrix and the gradient of dr-dzr. A submanifold 
x:M — 8" is called Mobius isotropic if 6 = 0 and A = Adz - dx for some function 2. 

Let 0: R™ + S"\{(-1,0)} and 7: H® + 8% be the following conformal diffeomorphisms: 

  

1 — |\u)|? 2u ) 1.3 u) = ial | ueR” 13) ou) (ae Trae)? * 
1 Y1 2 n 

(1.4) T(y) = (<4), Yyo> 90, -yotyi-y=—-1l, yw ER”. 
Yo Yo 

Then we can state our main result as follows 

Classification Theorem. Any Mobius isotropic submanifold in S" is Mobius equivalent to 
one of the following Mobius isotropic submanifolds: 

(i) minimal submanifolds with constant scalar curvature in S”; 
(ii) the images of o of minimal submanifolds with constant scalar curvature in R”; 

(iii) the images of r of minimal submanifolds with constant scalar curvature in H™. 

This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we give Mobius invariants and structure equations 
for submanifolds in S”. In §3 we show that the conformal Gauss map of an isotropic sub- 
manifold in S” is harmonic. In §4 we give conformal invariants for submanifolds in R” and 
Hi” and relate them to the Mébius invariants of submanifolds in S”. Using these relations 
we show that all submanifolds in (i), (ii) and (iii) of the classification theorem are Mobius 
isotropic submanifolds . Then in §5 we prove the classification theorem for Mébius isotropic 
submanifolds . 

§2. Mobius invariants for submanifolds in S”. 

In this section we give Mobius invariants and structure equations for submanifolds in S”. 
For more detail we refer to [W]. 

Let Ri? be the Lorentzian space with the inner product 

_ (2.1) <2,w >= —Lowo + 2yW1 +++ + Sy41 Wns, 

where © = (%9,%1,°-**,2n41) and w = (wo,Wi,°:*;Wn4i). Let c : M + S” be a m- 
dimensional submanifold without umbilics. We define the Mébius position vector Y : M —3 
R??? of x by 

| m (2.2) Y¥=p(l,2), p?=—*—(i\Z7\[? —mllzi|?) > 0. 
‘Then we have the following 

Theorem 2.1.([W]) Two submanifolds x, Z: M —- S” are Mobius equivalent if and only if 

there exists T in the Lorentz group O(n+1,1) in RY*? such that Y =YT. 

As a matter of fact the Mobius group in S” is isomorphic to the subgroup Ot (n+1, 1) which 
preserves the positive part of the light cone in Rit. It follows immediately from Theorem 
2.1 that 

(2.3) g =< dY,dY >= p*dzx- dz
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is a Mobius invariant (cf. [CH]). We call it induced Mobius metric for x. Now let A be the 
Laplacian operator of g. Then there is an identity given by 

< AY, AY >=1+m?x, 

where « is the normalized scalar curvature of g (cf. [W]). We define 

1 1 2.4 N= ——AY = ——{] 26 )Y. (2.4) —AY ~ = (1 + m?r) 
Then we have 

(2.5) <Y,Y >=< N,N>=0, <Y,N>=1. 

Moreover, if we take a local orthonormal basis {E;} for the Mobius metric g with dual basis 
{w;}, then we have 

(2.6) < E,(Y), E;(Y) >=6, < E\(VY),Y >=< E(Y),N>=0, 1<i,j<m. 

Let V be the orthogonal complement space to the subspace in R?*? spanned by {Y, N, E;(Y)}. 
Then we have the following orthogonal decomposition: 

(2.7) Rit? = span{Y, N} @ span{E£(Y),---,Em(Y)} @ V. 

V is called the Mobius normal bundle of x. A local orthonormal basis {E.} for V can be 
written as 

(2.8) Eo = (H",H°%r+e.), m+tl<a<n. 

The conformal Gauss map f : M > G?_,, (Rt?) c An-™(R+?) is defined by 

(2.9) f = Em4iA Emte A+++ A En. 

Since {Y,N, Ex (Y),--++,Em(VY), Emaiy-°: ; E,,} are Mobius invariant moving frame in R"*? 
along M, we can write the structure equations as 

(2.10) Ex(N) = }° AgE;(Y) + S~C#E, 
j a 

(2.11) E;(E;(Y)) = —Au¥ - 6;N + STEE,(Y) +S > B&k, 
k a 

(2.12) E;(Ea) = —C2Y — S° B&E;(Y) + S- TEs, 
g B 

where {TF} is the Levi-Civita connection of the Mébius metric g; {re} is the normal con- 
nection for z : M -+ 8” which is a Mobius invariant; A = a Ajjw;, ® w; and ® = 
ia C#wi(p~ tea) are called the Blaschke tensor and the Mébius form respectively; and
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B= dlija Be wiw;(p7 ea) is called the Mobius second fundamental form of x. The relations 
between A, &, B and the Euclidean invariants of x are given by (1.1), (1.2) and 

(2.13) BS = p7'(h& — H%65;;). 

The integrability conditions for the structure equations (2.10)-(2.12) are gived by (cf. [W]) 

(2.14) Aij,k — Aiz,g = ) (BEC — BECE) 

(2.15) Ce, - C3, =) (BY, Ang — BE Ars) 
k 

(2.16) &,- Ba, = SiC “ ~faGG 

(2.17) Ry = dBi Pin) + OieAgi + 551Ain — O-Ajn — 5; Ait) 

(2.18) Ropij = — Bi; ~ BY,Be) 
k 

=] (2.19) dBi = = 0, dBi) = —, trA = 2, Ai = = 5 (b+ m? K), 

where « is the normalized scalar curvature of g. From (2.16) and (2.19) we get 

(2.20) Be, = (1—m)C®. 
BZ 5? J 

Definition 2.2. Let x: M — S” bc a submanifold without umbilics. We call x a Mébius 
isotropic submanifold in S” if ® = 0 and there exists a function \: M > R such that A = Ag. 

Proposition 2.3. Let x: M — 8S” be a Mobius isotropic submanifold. Then the function 
an Definition 2.2 has to be a constant. 

_ Proof. Since 6 = 0 and A = dg, we can write (2.10) as dN = AdY, which implies that 
dA A dY = 0. Since {£1(Y),--- ,Em(Y)} are linearly independent, we get X= constant. O 

§3. Conformal Gauss map of submanifolds in S”. 

Let x : M — 8S” be a submanifold. We assume that M is oriented. Then we can give 
the normal bundle N(M) of z an orientation. Let {e,} be a local orthonormal basis for 
N(M) which gives the orientation. Using the bundle isometry t : N(M) — V defined by 
Ca — (H%, H%x + eg) we can give V an orientation. We define the conformal Gauss map 
f:M—> Gt_ (RT) c An-™(RY”) by 

(3.1) f =Emsi\ EmzaA---A En, 

where {Eq} is an oriented orthonormal basis for V and G7_,,(R''*) is the Grassmannian 
manifold of all positive definite oriented (n—m)-planes in R?**. We denote by Ig the induced 
metric of the standard embedding Gt_,, (Rf?) in A°-™(R"*?). Our goal in this section is 
to prove the following
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Theorem 3.1. Let x: M —- S” be a Mobius tsotropic submanifold. Then its conformal Gauss 
map f : (M,g) > (G7_,,(R?*?), Ig) is harmonic. 

Let (M,g) and (N,h) be two Semi-Riemannian manifolds. We assume that g is positive 
definite and h is a metric of type (r,s). Then locally we can write 

m Tr r+s 

(3.2) 9=) 93, h=-S°O+ S~ #. 
t=1 a=1 A=r+i1 

We denote by {6;; } the connection forms of g with respect to {0;} and denote by {Aa,, Paar, Oyu} 
the connection forms of h with respect to h, here we use the following ranges of the indices: 

(3.3) l<igem, 1l<a,B<r, r4+1<dAyw<rts. 

Then we have 

(3.4) dé; = S- 0:5 A 8; 
j 

(3.5) dé, = —S 0 bag A OB +S > arA Oa, as, = —~S > Ox6 A Og +37 Op A Oy. 

B A B Lb 

Now let f : M— N be asmooth map. We define {fais fri} by 

(3.6) fy, = » fei0i, f*0, = » Fridi. 

The so-called tension-field { toi,js fri,g} Of f : M > N is defined by 

(3.7) dfai + >) fas85i— D0 foif*Opa + d- faif*Ora = S> fev 5; 
J B A J 

(3.8) dfri + D0 fait — Yo foi f*Oar + D> fui f*Oun = S> fing 5. 
J a Ub J 

Then f :M —N is harmonic if and only if 

(3.9) S> fai, = 0, do fui =0, TS adcr, rt1<A<rts. 
i i 

To prove the Theorem 3.1 we study first the geometry of the Grassmannian manifold 
Gr_m(R7*?) as a submanifold in the pseudo-Euclidean space A”—™(R”t?) with the inner 
product induced by (RU*’,< , >). Let O(n +1,1) be the manifold defined by 

(3.10) O(n+1,1) ={f €GL(n+2,R) | ‘THT = J}, 

; 0 1 , where J; = diag{—1,1,---,1} and J= (? 5) ® diag{1,--- ,1}. Then 

T = (€-1, 0, €1,°++ ,£n) € O(n +1, 1)
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if and only if 

(3.11) <€-1,€-1 > =< &,€ >=0, <1, >=1 

(3.12) < | a =e Ea, €0 i 0, < €a€ a= nbs 1 S a, 6 <n. 

Let +: O(n +1,1) + Gt_, (R®*?) be the fibre bundle defined by 

(3.13) T(T) = EmarA-:-A Eq. 

Then around each point in G7_,, (R17?) there exists an open set U Gr _,, (R77) such that 
we have a local section 

(3.14) T = (€-1, £0, £1,°++ ,€n) :U 3 O(n +1, 1). 

Thus the embedding of G7_,,(R7*?) in A"-™(R?**) can be written locally by the position 
vector 

(3.15) E = Em-+1 wre A En :0 > AT ™ (RETA) 

Since {€_1, €0, €1,--+ ,€n} is a moving frame in R?*? along U Cc G7__ (R™+?), we can write 1 & n—m\4%4 
the structure equations as , 

(3.16) dféa=) )Oanés, -1< A,B<n, 
B 

where d is the differential operator on G7_,,(R?*?) and {4p} are local 1-forms on 
G7_.,(R?*’) . The integrability conditions for (3.16) are given by 

(3.17) d@azn =) OacAOcp, —1< A,B,C <n. 
Cc 

Since (3.11) and (3.12) hold on U, we get from (3.16) that 

: (3.18) Ao(—1) — 6(—1)0 = 0, Boo => —9(~1)(-1) 

(3.19) 90a = —9a(-1),  9(-1)a = —9a0, Pah = —9ba, 1 <a,b<n. 

We make the following convention on the range of indices: 

1<i9,k <m, m+1<a,B,y <n, =1s A, BG <i 

Then from (3.15) we get 

(3.20) dE = So Emgr Noe Ada Av A En 

= So (-1) O(a Ea1 A Em Ao A Ea Ao A En 

+ S0(=1)9-™ gobo A Emtt AoA ba Ne A En 

+ So (HI) aki /\ Em+1 Ash bo A+++ N En.
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Thus the induced metric Ig of G*_,, (R?*?) in An—™ (RO) is given by 

(3.21) Ig =< dE, dé >= } 1) Ga(-1) 8 90 + a0 ® Ga(—1)) + > 62,. 

If we define 

(3.22) $ba(—1) = (Balt) ~ 800); $a0 = = (Bay-1) + Ba) : a(—1) — /2 a(—1) a0); ad — 2 a(—1) ad) 

then we can write 

(3.23) Ig= — Bay + >> 620 + 5° 62,. 

Thus {¢a(~1); $20; 9ai} is a local orthonormal basis of T*Gt_,. (RT), which implies that Ig 
is a semi-Riemannian metric on G_,, (R?*?) of type ((n—m), (n—m)(m+1)). From (3.22), 
(3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) we get 

1 (3.24) d¢a(-1) = S/ bag \ $6(-1) + 900 A boo + S> Jy (Px0 — O4(~1)) A Pak 
B . k 2 

1 (3.25) dda0 =900 A ba(—1) + Ss) Qa6 \ Ago — S- Jy Pal) + Oko) A Geek 
B k 

1 1 
(3.26) dO ak = 7 (Peo — Oe(-1)) A ba(—1) + Fy m-0) + Oro) A bao 

+S) (Oj Sap + Pap 55k) Op;- 
jB 

By (3.5) we obtain the following connection forms of Ig with respect to the orthonormal basis 
{Pe(—1); Pad; Boa }: 

1 (3.27) Qa(—16(-1) = — Pag, Qa(—1)60 = F00b08, Qa ek = a (P40 — 04-1) )Oap 

1 (3.28) Q06(-1) = — P0508; Qa0p0 = 9p, age = 5 m(-1) + Pr0)da8 

1 1 (3.29) aK (—1) = 7 (Pa(—1) — 640)6a8, Qakgo = a (Pa(-1) + 9x0) da 

Qakp; =O;K5ap + 9xB 5;k- 

Now let f: M > Gt_, (R?*?) be the conformal Gauss map of a submanifold x : M —> §8”. 
Let {Y, N, Ei(Y),---,Em(Y), Ems1,-+ , En} be the Mébius moving frame in R?*? along M. 
Then we can find a local section T of t : O(n +1,1) 3 Gr _(RT*’) given by (3.14) such 
that 

(3.30) (Y, N, Ex(Y),- “* »Em(Y), Emi, a , En) =To f = (f*E_4, “es Sf *En).-
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It follows from (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (3.16) that 

(3.31) f*000 = 0, f* Ox) = - S 5 Anji, Ff" Oxo = —Wr 
J 

(3.32) fey = Wij = Dixie F* Aap = Wag = S- Te ow; 

(3.33) f*O.¢-1) --Dea. 000 =0, f*0ar =— > ~ Bgwy;. 
J 

If we define { fa(—1)i) fois Sari} by 

(3.34) f* Paty = Do fac-1yiis  f*ba0 = D> faoiwi, f*Oax = S~ frites. 

Then by (3.22) and (3.33) we have 

1 
(3.35) Fet—~1)i = Re fai = —_ 30? Ske = — By. 

By definition (cf. (3.7) and (3.8)) the tension field { fa(—1)i,j, fa0i,j, fari,j } are defined by the 
following formulas 

j B B 

+ 3° fori f*2pko(—1) = Yo fee(=1)i,5%5 
Bk J 

(3.37) dfooi + Ss; feojwji — > fa(—v if QB(-1)00 + S> feoif* Qg0a0 
j B B 

+ S> fori f*Qeka0 = S © fevi,j%j 
Bk j 

(3.38) dfaki + S> Feckguyi — S- fe(—1if *"Q6(-1)ak + S> Feoit* Qgoak 
J B B 

+5 taj f* 2 pjan =~ foaki,gvj- 
Bg j 

It follows from (3.27)-(3.29) and (3.31)-(3.35) that 

1 (3.39) fa(—1)i,g = —e(CRy — D | BS Ang + BG) V2 ; 

1 a a a (3.40) fa0i,j = 5 Cha — 2 Bi Abs — Bi) 

(3.41) fokig = —(Beij + C7 On;)-
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Thus we know from (2.19) and (2.20) that the conformal Gauss map f : M—> Gt +2 
n—m(Rt”) 

is harmonic if and only if 

(3.42) >> C8; - S° BAAR =0, (m-2)CZ=0, 1<k<mi<aK<n. 
a k 

In case m = 2 the first equation of (3.42) is exactly the Euler-Lagrange equation for the 
Willmore functional (it is the Mébius volume functional, cf. [W]). The surfaces in S” satisfying 
this equation are known as Willmore surfaces in S”. The conformal Gauss map of a surface in 
5” has been studied by Bryant ([BR]) for n = 3 and Rigoli ({R]) for n > 3 by using complex 
coordinate on the surface. It follows immediately from (3.42) that 

Theorem 3.2.([BR], [R]) A surface x : M > S” is Willmore if and only if its conformal 
Gauss map is harmonic. 

In case m > 2 we know that the conformal Gauss map of « : M — S” is harmonic if and 
only if x satisfies 

(3.43) Cf=0, S BSA =0, 1<k<mmtl<aK<n. 
k 

Since for any Mobius isotropic submanifold we have Cy = 0 and Az; = Adz; for some A, which 
implies (3.42). Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. 

84. Conformal invariants for submanifolds in R" and H”. 

Let 0: R" + 8" andr: H" > S{ be the conformal maps definded by (1.3) and (1.4). 
Using o and 7 we can regard submanifolds in R” and H” as submanifolds in S”. In this 
section we give the conformal invariants for submanifolds in R"™ and H” and relate them to 
the Mobius invariants for submanifolds in S”. By using these relations we show that any 
minimal submanifolds with constant scalar curvature in R”, H” and S” are Mobius isotropic. 

Let s : M + S” be a minimal submanifold with constant scalar curvature. Then by the 
Gauss equation we know that p? = —™ ((|IT||? — m||#||*) is a constant. Thus from (1.1) and 
(1.2) we get 

1 
Cf=0 Ay = 5P 5 

By definition « is a Mobius isotropic submanifold in S”. 
Letu:M—>R"” bea submanifold without umbilics. Let {éi} be a local orthonormal basis 

for the first fundamental form I = du- du with the dual basis {6}. Let II =>, ja 045 9195 a 
be the second fundamental form of u and H = >) H%éq be the mean curvature vector of U,
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where {€.} is a local orthonormal basis for the normal bundle of u. We define 
a x ~ m ~ 

(4.1) §=p'du-du, p= a MAI? — m||#||?) 

(4.2) Be =p" (h& — Hadi;) 

(4.3) Ce =— p(At+ Di ~ H5;5)é; (log p)) 

(4.4) Ai; = ~?(Hess;; fee p) — @;(log p)é; (log 6) — DAH) 

1 oo = O — 5 ? (|| Vlog All? + 5 (H%)?) 555. 

We call the globally defined tensors g, ® = S* OF O,é4, A := p iy Ai 563 6; and B = 

Pd vija BO; 8 ;€q the Mobius metric, the Modbius form, the Blaschke tensor and the Mdébius 
second dundlemental form of u: M —; R”. Now let 0: R™ > S” be the conformal map given 
by (1.3). We define « := cou: M -+ 8S". Then z is a submanifold in S” without umbilics. We 
denote by ® and A the Mobius form and the Blaschke tensor of x defined by (1.1) and (1.2) 
and denote by g and B the Mobius metric and the Mobius second fundamental form defined 

by (2.3) and (2.13) for s = ao. Our goal in this section is to prove the following 

Theorem 4.1. 9 = 9, B= do(B), ® = da(S) and A = A. In particular, {g,B, ©, A} are 

conformal invariants for submanifolds in R”. 

Let g : R” + S” be the conformal map given by 

1 — |u|]? Qu 
(4.5) g=o(u) = ( : 

L + ||ul|?° 1+ |[e||? 
Then for any vector V € T,,R” we have 

  ). we R”. 

(4.6) do(V) = eeu Vet (—u- V,V)}. 

Thus we get 

4.7 dz-dzr = ‘ du-d 

Now let u: M — R” be a submanifold and z= cou: MS”. We denote by {é;} and {é,} 
local orthonormal basis for du - du and the norm] bundle of u respectively and define 

L+ ilu? 1. + lull? 
(4.8) Ey = 9 is a= 9 o(€q). 

Then {e;} is a local orthonormal basis for dx - dz with dual basis {0;} and {eg} is a local 
orthonormal basis for the normal bundle of x in 8S”. It follows from (4.6) that 

1+ |lul|? (4.9) ei(a) = do (&(u)) = -(u- éi(u))o + (—u- &i(u), 2:(u)) 

(4.10) eg = se do(Ea) = ae u) + (0, a) 

= —(u- €,)£ + (—Uu- Eg, Eg).
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By (4.9) we get 

1 + | [20] |? (4.11) a0j)(t) = 5 ((—dij, €:(u)) + (—u- €é;(u), €j€;(u))) mod (x, e;(z)). 

Thus (4.10) and (4.11) yield 

| 1 2 1 ° (4.12) ng = is eas udij, He eI Fe + dq u. 

It follows from (4.12) and (4.7) that 

1+ ||r]|?)? _ 

(4.14) | g = p’dx- da = p*du-du:= §. 

We call g the Mobius metric for submanifolds in R”. It is clear that g g is a conformal invariant. 
By (4.12) and (4.13) we get 

(4.15) BS = p7*(h&, — H° 6,3) = p-'(h2, — 6,3) = Be. 

By (4.10) we get 

deg = (—u-dég,déy) mod (z, dz), 

which implies that 

(4.16) Bap = dey - eg = déy - Eg = bag. 

Let {H¢} and {H Gj} be the covariant derivative of the mean curvature vector in the nor mal 
bundle of r=cou:M + 5” and u: M - R” respectively. By definition we have 

dH* +) 1H". =) H%0;, dH% + )~ HG, = > H26;. 
B i B i 

Since 6; = Ay llull” 9. from (4.12) and (4.16) we get 

a 1+ |lull2\* 3 1+ |[ul|? Lo rT zs 

3 

By (4.13) we get 

1 + |lu||? (4.18) e (log p) = —S“" 6; (log A) + @)(u)- w, 
We define {C#} and {C#} by (1.1) and (4. 3) respectively. It follows from (4.17) and (4.18) 
that 

(4.19) Co = Ce.
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Let {0;;} and {6;;} be the Levi-Civita connections of dx - dx and du- du with respect to the 
basis {e;} and {é;}. Then by (4.7) we have 

Qu-&;(u) =  Qu- &(w) ~ 4.20) 0;; = 6; + 26, — SEG ( 5 =P + Tye Ta ele 
We define the Hess;; (log p) and Hess,,; (log f) by 

de; (log p) )+ Soe; ( (log p)0;; = = 5~ Hess;; ( (log p)@; 

j J 

dé; (log p) “fe S- é; (log p) 055 = S> Hess,; (log p) 0;. 

j j 

Using (4.18) and (4.20) we get 

* \ 2 

1 + ||} |- ~  L+ {lull wasy,- 
(4.21) Hess,,; (log p) = (a) Hess;, (log 6) + aL ) hi; (Ea - u) 

+ (u- €;(u))é:(log 6) + (u- &;(u))é; (log p) + (u- &;(u))(u- é;(u))) 
. ( Ue 1 aul ot - &e(u))Ex(log p) — de ; ete) bij.   

Using (4.12) and (4.18) we get 

(4.22) — e; (log p)e; (log p) + S- Ahi, 

= (FE) toe nes (tos, 

at (€; (log 6) (€;(u) - u) + é; (log A) (E(u) - u)) 

1+ |lull?; + (&(u) -u)(@j(u) - u) + fig (é-w) 

(4.23) 5 (IVlogal? —1+ eH") = aa (aren Day) 

Cel) _% (log p) (Ex (u w+ 2 A( (Eq -u)) 

+7 uaa" Spear 

r
o
p
e
 

®
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Let {Aj;} and {A;;} be the tensor defined by (1.2) and (4.4), we get from (4.13), (4.21), (4.22) 
and (4.23) that 

(4.24) Ai; = Ajj. 

Now we come to the proof of Theorem 4.1. It follows from (4.14) that g = g. We take w; = 
p0; = p6;. Then by (4.24) we get A= A. From (4.8) and (4.13) we get do(p~1é,)) = pte. 
Thus we get from (4.15) and (4.19) that do(B) = B and do(@) = 6. We complete the proof 
of Theorem 4.1. 

It follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that 

Theorem 4.2. The images of o of minimal submanifolds with constant scalar curvature in 
R” are Mobius isotropic submanifolds in S”. 

Let R?*’ be the Lorentzian space with inner product 

SY, W >= —Yyowo + yW1 ++ YnWn, Y= (Yor "++ Yn), W = (Wo,--+ , Wn): 

Let H” = {y € R}* |< yy >= -lyyo > 0} be the hyperbolic space. We define now 
the conformal invariants for the submanifolds in H”. Let y: M — H” be a submanifold 
without umbilics. Let {é;} be a local orthonormal basis for < dy, dy > with dual basis {6;}. 
Let IT = > ak j he 6; 8, ;€g, be the second fundamental form of y and H = oe Hé,, the mean 
curvature vector of y, where {é,} is a local orthonormal basis for the normal bundle of Y. 
Wedefine 

a . m . . 
(4.25) §=0 <dy,dy>, 6? = ——(\|FT|? — ml| ||?) 
(4.26) BS as H46i;) 

(4.27) Y= — p (HG + Di ~ H°6;;)é;(log p)) 

(4.28) Ai; =— p- a(Hles,s(log Pp) — é; (log p)é; (log 6) — =e H%he 

1. 
— 50 *(IIV log All? + 1+ d(H") big. 

We call g the Mobius metric of y, B = P Disa BE 26) 6, j€a the Mobius second fundamental form 
of y, 6 = » te Ce 9,é, the Mébius form of y and A= i p? Ais63 6; the Blaschke tensor of y. 

Set D” = {u € R”| |lul|? < 1}. Let wp: D” — H® be the conformal diffeomorphism given 
by 

  

2 

(4.29) u(u) = (; [ul 2 ) 
1 — |lul|?° 1 — |Jul|? 

Thenu=ptoy:M-— > Disa Siem aminold without umbilics. We denote by {9, B, @ , A} 
the basic Mobius invariants for u = p~!oy: M > D"® Cc R®. Using the same method as in 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 we can prove that
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Theorem 4.3. = 9, B= dy(B), 6 = du(®) and A = A. In particular, {9,B, 6, A} are 
conformal invariants for submanifolds in H”. 

Let + : H” — S% be the conformal diffeomorphism defined by (1.4). Then we have r = 
oop *. Thus from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 we get 

Theorem 4.4. Let y: M — H” be a submanifold without umbilics. Let x = roy: M 3 St. 
Then we have 

a A 

g=§, B=dr(B), @=dr(é), A=A. 

In particular, {g, B, ®, A} are conformal invariants for submanifolds in H”. 

It follows immediately from (4.27) and (4.28) that 

Theorem 4.5. The images of t of minimal submanifolds with constant scalar curvature in 
H” are Mobius isotropic submanifolds in S”. 

§5. The classification of Mébius isotropic submanifolds in S”. 

In this section we prove the classification theorem mentioned in §1. 

Let x: M — 8S” be a Mobius isotropic submanifold. By definition we have 

(5.1) Aij = A0i5 5 C* = 0. 
% 

It follows from (2.10) and Proposition 2.3 that 

(5.2) dN = AdY, 

for some constant ’. Using (5.1) and the last equation in (2.19) we get 

(5.3) Ay = 1+m?’«)di;, & = constant, 
2m? ( 

where « is the normalized scalar curvature of the Mobius metric. By (5.2) we can find a 
constant vector c € R'?*+? such that 

(5.4) Ni = a 2btm K)Y +c. 

It follows from (5.4) and (2.5) that 

1 2 (5.5) <¢,c S= ~ra(ltm Kk), <Y,e>=1. 

Then we consider the following three cases: (i) c is timelike; (ii) c is lightlike; (iii) c is spacelike. 

First we consider the case (i) that < c,¢ >= —r? with r= 4+V1+m?« > 0. By (2.2) and 
< Y,N >= 1 we know that the first coordinate of Y is positive and of N is negative. Thus
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by (5.4) we know that the first coordinate of c is negative. So there exists a T’ € Ot (n+1,1) 
such that 

2 
(5.6) (-r,0) = eT = NT — 5VT. 

Let z: M - 8” be the submanifold which is Mobius equivalent to x such that Y=YT (cf. 
Theorem 2.1). Then we have N = NT. Since 

(5.7) cT =(-r,0), <Y,eT>=1, Y=A(1,2), 

we get 

(5.8) p =r—' = constant. 

It follows from (5.6) and (2.4) that 

(5.9) (-r,0) = NT tay! 

Since 6 = r—', we know from gj = p?dz- dz that the Laplacian operator Aj, of d%- dz is given 
by Am = p?A. Thus by (5.9) we get 

(5.10) Ami + mz = 0. 

By ‘Takahashi theorem ([T]) we know that  : M -— S” is a minimal submanifold. The 
normalized scalar curvature & of dz - dZ is a constant given by 

mk 5.11 k= prk= ———__. 

Next we consider the case (ii) that < c,c >= 0. By making a Mobius transformation if 
necessary we may assume that c = (—1,1,0). Thus by (5.4) and (2.4) we have 

(5.12) ¢ = (-1,1,0)= N=- ay. 
m 

We write 2 = (xo,21). Then Y = (p,pro,pr1). By (5.5) and (5.12) we get < Yie >= 
p(i + 20) = 1, which implies that xo # —1 and «(M) c S"\{(-1,0)}. Now let o~? : 
S"\{(-1,0)} + R” be the stereographic projection from the point (—1,0) € S". We define 
u=oa-'ox:M-+R”. Then by (1.3) we have 

— (tava (> Phe llull) _ 2ou 
a ¥ = oft.2) = (0 Tene) 

  

From < Y,c >= 1 we get p= Alle Thus we get from (5.13) that 

1+ ||ul|? 1 — | full? Y= . 
( 2’ 2?" 
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The Mobius metric of x is given by 

(5.14) g =< dY,dY >= du- du, 

which is exactly the first fundamental form of u = o~!or:M > R”. In particular, the 
Laplacian operator A of g is equal to the Laplacian operator of du - du. Comparing the last 
coordinate in (5.12) we get Au =0. Thus u=oa7!oxz:M —> R” is a minimal submanidold. 
By (5.14) and (5.4) we know that the normalized scalar curvature of u is exactly the scalar 
curvature « of g. Since <¢,c >= ~-5(1 +m?) = 0, we get Kk = — 45. 

Finally we consider the case that < c,e >= r? with r = +,/—(1+ m?x) > 0. By making 
™m 

a Mobius transformation if necessary we may assume that c = (0,7,0). We write x = (%, 21). 
Then Y = (, pXo, pr1). It follows from (5.5) that < Y,e >= prxo = 1, which implies that 
to > 0 and x(M) Cc St. Now let 7 : H” — S% be the conformal diffeomorphsim defined by 
(1.4) andy =77-'or:M—>H" CR". Since < Y,c >= pray = 1, we get Lo = eo By 

(1.4) we get yo = + = rp and 
ZO ~ 

yo 1 yy 5.15 Y= = fee BL) 
( ) (p, PXo, PL1) (= ap? ) 

It follows that 

(5.16) g =< dY,dY >=r-? < dy,dy>. 

The Laplacian operator Am of < dy,dy > is given by Am = r~7A. By (5.4) and (2.4) we 
have 

(5.17) lave y=—y+0,n0 
m 2 2 7,0), 

which is equivalent to the equation 

(5.18) Amy — my = 0. 

Thus y = t~!or : M + H” is a minimal submanifold. Since the Mébius metric g has constant 
scalar curvature, we know from (5.16) that y: M > H” has constant scalar curvature. 

Thus we complete the proof of the classification theorem. 
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